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A stand-up comedian who was brought up as a Jehovah's
Witness describes how her childhood was haunted by
perpetual doomsday prophecies about an imminent
apocalypse in which her non-believing neighbors and
schoolmates were doomed.
The Gospel means good news, but what makes it news? If
the message has been around for 2,000 years, what could
possibly be newsworthy about it? And what makes it good?
Surely not the stories we hear of damnation, violence, and an
angry God. Tom Wright believes many Christians have lost
sight of what the ‘good news’ of the gospel really is. In
Simply Good News, he shows how a first-century audience
would have received the gospel message, what the ‘good
news’ means for us today and how it can transform our lives.
In Ordained Ministry in Free Church Perspective Jan Martijn
Abrahamse offers a methodologically innovative way to
understand ordained ministry in terms of covenantal theology
by returning to the life and thought of the English Separatist
Robert Browne (c. 1550-1633).
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the
ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical
visions, grisly images and numerological predictions.
According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be
destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will Self.
Advice geared to contemporary living on correct behavior in a
wide variety of situations.
Describes the psychological techniques cults use to
indoctrinate their members and discusses deprogramming.
From its origins in nineteenth century Adventism until the
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present day, the Watch Tower Society has become one of the
best known but least understood new religious movements.
Resisting the tendency to define the movement in terms of
the negative, this volume offers an empathetic account of the
Jehovah's Witnesses, without defending or seeking to refute
their beliefs. George Chryssides critically examines the
historical and theological bases of the organization's
teachings and practices, and discusses the changes and
continuities which have defined it. The book provides a
valuable resource for scholars of new religious movements
and contemporary religion.
Wayuunaiki
This Royal Commission was appointed on 11 January 2013
to inquire into institutional responses to child sexual abuse in
Australia. This report presents the final findings of this five
year inquiry, and comprises 17 volumes. Through the work of
the Royal Commission, the Australian public has learnt about
the multiple and persistent failings of institutions to keep
children safe, the cultures of secrecy and cover-up, and the
devastating affects child sexual abuse can have on an
individual's life. Through this final report - together with the
three final reports already released on criminal justice,
redress and civil litigation, and working with children checks?
the Commissioners have made a total of 409
recommendations aimed at making institutions safer for
children and responding better to abuse. The volumes are
entitled: Our inquiry; Nature and cause; Impacts; Identifying
and disclosing child sexual abuse; Private sessions; Making
institutions child safe; Improving institutional responding and
reporting; Recordkeeping and information sharing; Advocacy,
support and therapeutic treatment services; Children with
harmful sexual behaviours; Historical residential institutions;
Contemporary out-of-home care; Schools; Sport, recreation,
arts, culture, community and hobby groups; Contemporary
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detention environments; Religious institutions; and Beyond
the Royal Commission.
Finding a proper balance between freedom and responsibility
is a problem that has faced every serious Christian. For those
raised in a highly structured religious environment, balancing
loyalties to a religious organization, family, and personal
conscience may raise difficult issues. Raymond Franz's firsthand account of the issues with which he struggled forms the
theme of his first book, Crisis of Conscience. In Search of
Christian Freedom, the sequel to Crisis of Conscience,
provides even more comprehensive study. The issues and
options discussed herein, although relating particularly to the
structure of Jehovah's Witnesses, are not so very different
from issues other Christians have faced and continue to face
when they seek to reconcile considerations for conscience,
loyalty, responsibility and freedom. This work will mover
readers — of any religion — to consider seriously how much
they value Christian freedom and to ask how genuine their
own freedom is.

Bonded-leather with over 70 breathtaking images
and gift box 50% discount.
History and teachings of Jehovah's Witnesses
organization.
The religious association of Jehovah’s Witnesses
has existed for about 150 years in Europe. How
Jehovah’s Witnesses found their way in these
countries has depended upon the way this
missionary association was treated by the majority of
the non-Witness population, the government and
established churches. In this respect, the history of
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Europe is also a history of
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the social constitution of these countries and their
willingness to accept and integrate religious
minorities. Jehovah’s Witnesses faced suppression
and persecution not only in dictatorships, but also in
some democratic states. In other countries, however,
they developed in relative freedom. How the different
situations in the various national societies affected
the religious association and what challenges
Jehovah’s Witnesses had to overcome – and still do
in part even until our day – is the theme of this
history volume.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue
"Transforming Encounters and Critical Reflection:
African Thought, Critical Theory, and Liberation
Theology in Dialogue" that was published in
Religions
In a breakthrough book first published in 1991, the
authors address the dynamics in churches that can
ensnare people in legalism, guilt, and begrudging
service, keeping them from the grace and joy of
God's kingdom.Written for both those who feel
abused and those who may be causing it, The
Subtle Power of Spiritual Abuse shows how people
get hooked into abusive systems, the impact of
controlling leadership on a congregation, and how
the abused believer can find rest and recovery.
The history of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Europe has always
been one of persecution. This third volume documents this
history, turning eastward. For the first time, the circumstances
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of a religious minority under different political systems can be
compared across the continent. The studies gathered here
provide insight into the methods of repression used by
governments and mainstream churches, the survival
strategies of Jehovah’s Witnesses, and their various
experiences under Eastern European dictatorships. The
initially cordial relationship with Jehovah’s Witnesses that
developed after 1990 has steadily reverted to religious
discrimination, culminating in Russia’s renewed ban of
Jehovah’s Witnesses in 2017 and the confiscation of their
properties. By violating the universal human right of religious
freedom, the same conditions that prevailed in the Soviet era
have now returned to “modern” Russia: With severest
discrimination and abusing jurisdictional procedures to reach
their political aspirations, the State tries to crush a religious
community. Against this background, it is all the more
important not to turn a blind eye to the situation of religious
minorities in Eastern Europe, but instead to take an honest
public stance against it.
This volume analyses the societal legacy of Lutheranism in
Finland by drawing on a multidisciplinary perspective from the
social sciences and humanities. Involving researchers from a
wide range of such fields has made it possible to provide
fresh and fascinating perspectives on the relationship
between Lutheranism and Finnish society. Overall the book
argues that Lutheranism and secular Finnish society are
deeply intertwined. This volume addresses different societal
areas which have been significantly influenced by
Lutheranism, but also demonstrate how Lutheranism and its
institutions have themselves adapted to society. As part of an
ongoing religious turn in humanities and social sciences
research in Finland and other countries, this book argues that
it is necessary to take religion into greater account to more
fully understand current societies and cultures, as well as
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their futures.
A theological essay and examination of the unique beliefs
and practices of the people known as the Jehovah's
Witnesses from their own perspective. The Watchtower Bible
and Tract Society and the Witnesses are best known for their
dedication to the door-to-door ministry, the Watchtower
Magazine, and related printed materials. In this his second
book, Dr. Bridges opens the door of theological inquiry into
the people of the Kingdom Hall.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
This book examines the historic tensions between Jehovah’s
Witnesses and government authorities, civic organisations,
established churches and the broader public. Witnesses
originated in the 1870s as small, loose-knit groups calling
themselves Bible Students. Today, there are some eight
million Witnesses worldwide, all actively engaged in
evangelism under the direction of the Watch Tower Society.
The author analyses issues that have brought them global
visibility and even notoriety, including political neutrality,
public ministry, blood transfusion, and anti-ecumenism. It also
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explores anti-Witness discourse, from media portrayals of the
community as marginal and exotic to the anti-cult movement.
Focusing on varied historical, ideological and national
contexts, the book argues that Witnesses have had a defining
influence on conceptions of religious tolerance in the modern
world.

This edited book provides a global view on evolution
education. It describes the state of evolution education in
different countries that are representative of
geographical regions around the globe such as Eastern
Europe, Western Europe, North Africa, South Africa,
North America, South America,Middle East, Far East,
South East Asia, Australia, and New Zealand.Studies in
evolution education literature can be divided into three
main categories: (a) understanding the interrelationships
among cognitive, affective, epistemological, and religious
factors that are related to peoples’ views about
evolution, (b) designing, implementing, evaluating
evolution education curriculum that reflects
contemporary evolution understanding, and (c) reducing
antievolutionary attitudes. This volume systematically
summarizes the evolution education literature across
these three categories for each country or geographical
region. The individual chapters thus include common
elements that facilitate a cross-cultural meta-analysis.
Written for a primarily academic audience, this book
provides a much-needed common background for future
evolution education research across the globe.
Quichua (Chimborazo)
Biblical theology and doctrines of Jehovah's Witnesses.
There are two constants in academic and theological
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discourse throughout history, they are the debate around
secularization and the dialogue concerning the
intersection of religion and education. Each age has had
its debate about modernizing forces that drive concerns
of impending secularization. In this publication this theme
is approached from perspectives of teachers, of
students, of policy makers and situated in a politicohistorical context. Aware of the fact that in today’s plural
societies one sacred canopy is non-existent anymore,
cracks of the sacred canopy/canopies are described, as
well as ‘the light that gets in’, the possible and
challenging ways out are roughly sketched.
This book is a state-of-the-art reference work that
defines and frames the state of thinking, research and
practice in indigenous education. The book provides an
authoritative overview of the subject in one text. The
work sits within the context of The UN Declaration of the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples that states “Indigenous
peoples have the right to the dignity and diversity of their
cultures, traditions, histories and aspirations which shall
be appropriately reflected in education” (Article 14.1).
Twenty-five years ago a book of this nature would have
been largely written by non-Indigenous researchers
about Indigenous people and education. Today
Indigenous researchers can write this work about and for
themselves and others. The book is comprehensive in its
coverage. Authors are drawn from various individual
jurisdictions that have significant indigenous populations
where the issues include language, culture and identity,
and indigenous people’s participation in society. It
brings together multiple streams of research by ‘new’
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indigenous voices. The book also brings together a wide
range of educational topics including early childhood
education, educational governance, teacher education,
curriculum, pedagogy, educational psychology, etc. The
focus of one body of work on Indigenous education is a
welcome enhancement to the pursuit of the field of
Indigenous educational aspirations and development.
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